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Abstract: Nowadays the requirements of low power electronics play a vital role in various fields. In this paper we introducing 

the novel comparator is one of the fundamental units in VLSI design and also it can be employed in various applications like 

Digital Signal Processors (DSP) and Data Processing, Communication Systems, Medical Electronics etc., Comparator is 

involved to the most basic arithmetic operation of compression between any two variables either it maybe an equal one or 

unequal. In early days, the comparator techniques used to implement energy optimization in low power circuits but the static 

power dissipation need to improve the comparator using logic styles. In this paper, the 2-bit comparator has been designed by 

using pass transistor logic (PTL). PTL provide good performance by reducing transistor count as well as power because PTL 

logic helps in reducing the transistor count compared to other logic operation. The design was implemented in Cadence 

virtuoso TMSC 180nm CMOS technology and it’s obtaining the total power dissipation 1.394µw. PTL logic is used to reduce 

both transistor count and power dissipation in magnitude comparator is used to improve the good quality performance of this 

circuit. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In comparator circuit design, the CMOS technology has a central position in modern designing methodology. The comparator 

is one of the fundamental units which have extensive application areas in VLSI systems such as CPU, decoding of microprocessor 

instructions. The comparator is well known to be a very basic and useful component of arithmetic units of the digital systems. In 

such systems, comparison of any two numbers is said to be a necessary arithmetic operation that determines whether a number is 

greater than, equal to, or less than the other number. Magnitude comparator forms a combinational circuit to compare two 

numbers, let A and B, and finally determine their relative magnitudes and thereby relation between the two equal to, less than, 

greater than.  The comparator has a very useful component in many areas such as multi-access memories, parallel computing and 

multiprocessing [1]. Here we can use various type of logic styles are used such as CMOS logic styles, transmission gate logic 

styles, pass transistor logic styles etc., PTL Logic Style provides less PDP as compared to another logic style. It has been found 

that transistor count is less in PTL style design than that of other logic style design [2].  

Design and implementation of the full adder circuit, using Transmission Gates and multiplexers in order to reduce transistor 

count. The full adder using 27 transistors designed as very high power consumption and increases the number of the transistor. To 

overcome this problem full adder using 18 transistors to reduces power and area [3]. Different VLSI scaling methods are used to 

reduce the power dissipation. The scaling method is voltage scaling, load scaling is to increase the power dissipation. Low power 

transmission gate (LPTG) buffer are used to reduce the leakage current and power dissipation [4]. The buffer consists of a chain of 

inverter stages where the width of each MOS transistor in a stage is increased by a constant factor than the previous stage. The 

taper buffer design provides 15% reduction in power dissipation at the same value of propagation delay when compared with the 

conventional design [5]. 

Scaling methods improves transistor density and functionality on a chip. Scaling helps to increase speed and frequency of 

operation and hence higher performance [6]. The comparator is based on another logic style of a full adder. The full adder circuit 

is basically designed by using X-OR gate and 2:1 MUX.  
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By enhancing the performance of the XOR gate, the performance of the full adder can be improved [7]. The XOR and XNOR 

gates are the basic building blocks of a full adder circuit. XNOR / XOR design with less number of transistors, lesser power 

dissipation, and delay. XOR operation can be obtained with the addition of additional inverter. XNOR gate with three transistors 

has been less power dissipation [8]. 

The pass transistor logic style is used to reduce the transistor count and power dissipation using full adder circuit [9].  

Different adder logic styles have been designed using 1 CMOS adder, but novel full adder designed using hybrid-CMOS design 

style is presented in that paper targets low PDP. But average power delay product will be occurred [10].  A CMOS full adder 

design using pass transistor logic as to low-power high-speed adder has become one of the most important and essential 

researches [11]. 

Pass transistor logic describes several logic families in an integrated circuit. It reduces the count of transistors used to make 

different logic gates by eliminating redundant transistors.  PTL logic is used to reduce both transistor count and power dissipation 

in magnitude comparator is used to improve the good quality performance of this circuit. The circuit design of 2-bit comparator 

has been implemented in Cadence virtuoso TMSC 180nm CMOS technology and then it’s to generate the layout design. 

 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The implementation of 2 bit comparator is designed which provide the three output. Whether the first number is less than, 

equal to or greater than the third number. These are designed from basic logic gates are AND, NOR and NOT which compare the 

binary signals present at their input terminals and gives the output based on the signals applied to the input terminal. This 2-bits 

comparator which is designed by using the PTL approach to obtain the better performance interns of reducing the number of the 

transistor so the power also consumes very low. The pass transistor is driven by a periodic clock signal and acts as an access 

switch to either charge up or charge down the parasitic capacitance Cx, depending on the input signal Vin. If implemented from 

simple gates, it requires more transistors than any other function. In conventional logic families input is applied to gate terminal of 

the transistor but in PTL it is also applied to source and terminal. These circuit act as switch use either NMOS transistor or a 

parallel pair of NMOS and PMOS transistor. The width of PMOS of taken equal to NMOS. So that both transistors can pass the 

signal simultaneously in parallel. It reduces the count of transistors used to make different logic gates, by eliminating redundant 

transistors. Transistors are used as switches to pass logic levels between nodes of a circuit, instead of as switches connected 

directly to supply voltages. In this design style, the transistor acts as a switch to pass logic levels from input to output. Schematic 

of 2-bit magnitude comparator using pass transistor logic style is given in Figure1. 

 

Table 1 Simulation Result for 2 Bit Comparator 

S. No Circuit Logic Power  

Consumption 

(µW) 

1. 2-bit comparator in digital 1.548 

2. 2-bit comparator in 

CADENCE 

3.658 

3. Conventional 2-bit 

comparator 

3.41 

4. 2-bit comparator PTL logic  1.394 
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Figure 1. Circuit for Proposed 2-Bit Comparator Using PTL Logic 

 

III. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

The proposed PTL logic design was implemented and the simulation result was obtained minimum power when compared 

with the other techniques. The design of 2-bit comparator implemented in two different levels of CMOS and Verilog HDL. In 

figure 2 shows the HDL implementation of 2-bit comparator RTL view. In this work, we analyze and implemented in 

conventional and pass transistor based 2-bit comparator. 

 

 

Figure 2. 2-Bit Comparator RTL View 

 

Table 2 RTL Report 

Area 44.657 

Gate  11 

Power 1.5482µW 

 

In Table 2 Shows the Utilization of Gates, Power, and Area in Verilog  

Hdl Design Obtained Cadence Encounter 90nm. 
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Figure 3. Output of Proposed 2-Bit Comparator Using PTL Logic 

 

 

Figure 4. Graphical Representation Of 2-bit Comparator 

 

The pass transistor logic was optimizing the number of the transistor of the 2-bit comparator when compare with the 

traditional one and also it may possible to reduce the power dissipation. Here the 2-bit comparator using PTL logic power output 

is shown in Figure 3. The comparator was designed and implemented in CMOS 180nm technology and the result was obtained in 

each technique is shown in table 1 and the graphical representation of performance shown in figure 4. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The 2-bit magnitude comparator is designed which provide the three output. Whether the first number is less than, equal to or 

greater than the third number. This 2-bit comparator which is designed by the approach of PTL provides good performance by 

reducing transistor count as well as power because PTL logic helps in reducing the transistor count and it gives good result in 

terms of power consumption also maintain the low complexity of the circuit. Analyzing the simulation results of the proposed 

design to obtaining the minimum total power dissipation 1.394µW. The final results obtained in terms of transistor count and 

power of the device shows that PTL logic helps in reducing the transistor count. This improves the circuit performance. So it 

depends on the designer and it is a requirement which logic style is to be used and can be helpful in the implementation of higher 

design application such as Digital Signal Processors (DSP) and Data Processing etc., all the results are simulated using CMOS 

technology. 
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